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P R O F I L E
We are a couple from the UK
seeking work and mentorship in
regenerative agriculture. We
are a hard working, sociable
and curious pair with particular
interest in how farming can
support healthy communities
and ecosystems.

We are currently sailing from
the UK to NZ. On arrival we are
eager to get stuck into farming.
We hope to learn the practical
skills behind regenerative
principles which we can take
home to our respective careers
and family lands.

Eleanor & Dan

E D U C A T I O N  &  E M P L O Y M E N T  
Eleanor 

Psychology 
2016 - 2019

Ellen MacArthur Foundation

 E X P E R I E N C E

Dan grew up helping farm his family’s mixed
cattle and arable farm. He spent a year managing
the farm himself. Responsibilities included:  

Eleanor 
Eleanor grew up on a mixed small holding,
learning to care for sheep, chickens, bees and
veggies. An interest in scalable solutions to
climate & ecological collapse lead her to develop
expertise in circular economy.

Dan

 University of Leeds
Philosophy & Politics

2015 - 2018

Senior Research Analyst
May 2020 - Oct 2023

JMW Solicitors LLP
Paralegal

May 2022 - Oct 2023
University of Cambridge 

Dan

Feeding & rearing 50 head suckler herd 
Arable operations for an annual crop cycle 

Dan went on to complete a masters in Law and
begin work as a paralegal. He is interested in
specialising in environmental and human rights
law. Alongside this ambition, he maintains a keen
interest in farming and is inspired by the
potential of regenerative agriculture for his
family’s farm and as a global movement.

Her role at EMF was to assess and advise
corporates on sustainable business transition.
This included researching and communicating the
need for regenerative production of food and
biomaterials. A theoretical understanding of the
potential of  “regen” has lead to a desire to learn
practical skills, apply regenerative principles and
experience the challenges and rewards of
farming.  


